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September
2022

August 
2022

Stupendous Sports: 
Fantastic Football
Robin Bennett
Illustrated by Matt Cherry

11th August 2022 | £6.99 | 144pp | 9+
978-1-913102-91-3 (paperback)  
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

Fantastic Football is the second book in the Stupendous 
Sports series. 

Hilarious, but factual too, Fantastic Football is as much 
about the spirit of the beautiful game as the rules. 

From the origins of football, when matches went on for 
days, to today’s fascinating facts and amazing stories. 
Plus a spotlight on what makes the greatest players so 
great.

With features on the rules, player positions 
and skills and tricks, Fantastic Football is a 
team read.

Safe Book 2
Vanessa Harbour
Cover design: Anne Glenn

1st September 2022 | £7.99 | 
224pp | 9–12 fiction
978-1-913102-93-7 (paperback)  
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

In the chaotic last days of World War II, Jakob 
and Kizzy are tricked into a journey that goes 
very wrong. Their guardians at the Lipizzaner 
stables think they are helping to fetch some 
rare horses, but the con artist wants them to 
get over the border. Far from home, they are 
attacked and only just escape. They hide in 
a seemingly deserted mansion, but someone 
fires at them. Investigating, they find it shelters 
not only forty abandoned horses but a small 
band of lost children, displaced 
by the war. 

With the Nazis and Russians heading towards 
them, how can Kizzy and Jakob keep them 
safe and get them all home? 

Robin Bennett has obsessed over sport since losing both his front 
teeth in a ruck aged 12. He is an author and entrepreneur who has 
written several books for children and on business.

Matt Cherry grew up writing about and drawing monsters 
before he was told to stop wasting pencils and get a job. 
He now lives on the Kent coast with his wife and two pet 
children.

Stupendous Sports: Rampaging Rugby
August 2021 | £6.99 | 128pp | 9+ 
978-1-913-102-60-9 (paperback)
World rights c/o Firefly Press

First in MG series Stupendous Sports, which aims to do for PE what 
Horrible Histories did for Year 7 History.

Each chapter has cartoons, player tips your coach won’t tell you, irreverent
explanations (accurate where it matters), fascinating facts and – yes – funny
stories. The aim is to teach kids about the sport but with a light touch – learning 
just as much about the spirit of the game as the rules.

Flight Book 1
July 2018 | £6.99 | 256pp | 9-12 fiction
978-1-910080-76-4 (paperback)
World English rights c/o Firefly Press 

Longlisted for the Branford Boase Award 2019
Shortlisted for the Sheffield Children’s Book Award 2019
Read for Empathy recommended read 2020 

A thrilling MG World War II adventure. Can Jakob and 
Kizzy escape with the Lipizzaner stallions over the 
mountains, away from the Nazi officer who wants to kill 
them all?

Vanessa Harbour is Senior Lecturer in Creative Writing at the University 
of Winchester. She was previously Academic and Business Consultant 
at the Golden Egg Academy and now writes online courses. She has 
written for the Bookseller on being a disabled author.

I absolutely love this book! It’s a stunningly 
good adventure story with all the big heart, 
sharp style and fast pace of a classic 
children’s novel. Amanda Craig
“ “
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The Shadow Order
Rebecca F. John
Cover design: Anne Glenn

15th September 2022 | £7.99 | 
314pp | 9-12 fiction
978-1-913102-95-1 (paperback)  
World English rights c/o Firefly Press 

One year on from the day the shadows shifted 
and began to show not people’s shapes, but 
their truest selves, best friends Teddy, Betsy and 
Effie plan to risk all and watch the winter sun 
rise over Copperwell, in defiance of the Shadow 
Order. 

But from their hidden vantage point the three 
shocked friends witness a mysterious woman 
shout a dire warning, before being arrested, 
beaten and dragged away in handcuffs. 
 
The event leads them on an extraordinary series 
of dangerous adventures as they discover 
more about the disturbance in the natural world 
surrounding Copperwell, battle to save their city 
and start to recognise their truest selves.

Honesty and Lies
Eloise Williams 
Cover art: Cynthia Paul

6th October 2022 | £7.99 | 
244pp | 9-12 fiction
978-1-913102-99-9 (paperback)  
UK and Commonwealth rights c/o Firefly Press

London 1601. A thrilling adventure where 
nothing is as it seems. 

Honesty, a storyteller, seeking fame and 
fortune, befriends Alice, a maid to Queen 
Elizabeth I. But can Alice be trusted? 

A tale of intrigue, scheming and plots 
set in the spellbinding world of the 
Elizabethan court.

Rebecca F. John is the author of four books for adults including The 
Haunting of Henry Twist, which was shortlisted for the Costa First Novel 
Award. Her short stories have been broadcast on BBC Radio 4 and 
BBC Radio 4Extra and shortlisted for the Sunday Times EFG Short 
Story Award. Rebecca lives in Swansea with her dogs, where she 
writes, reads, and walks to excess.

Eloise Williams grew up in Llantrisant and lives in Saundersfoot, 
Pembrokeshire, very close to the beach where she walks her dog, Watson 
Jones. She worked in the theatre in wardrobe, then studied Drama. After 
working for over ten years as an actress, she studied for a Masters in 
Creative Writing at Swansea University. Eloise was the inaugural Children’s 
Laureate Wales 2019-2021. Honesty and Lies will be her fifth book with 
Firefly Press.

Gaslight
April 2017 | £6.99 | 208pp | 9-12 fiction

978-1-910080-54-2 (paperback)  

Seaglass
September 2018 | £7.99 | 230pp | 9-12 fiction

978-1-910080-80-1 (paperback)  

Wilde
May 2020 | £6.99 | 256pp | 9-12 fiction

978-1-913102-18-0 (paperback)  

Elen’s Island
March 2015 | £5.99 | 144pp | 7–9 fiction

978-1-910080-20-7 (paperback)  
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2022

January
2023

Hazel Hill is Gonna Win This One
Maggie Horne
Cover art: Luna Valentine

18th October 2022 | £7.99 |
 304pp | 9-12 fiction
978-1-913102-97-5 (paperback)  
UK and Commonwealth (exc. Canada), 
plus Audio rights c/o Firefly Press 

‘I’ll stop listening in ten seconds,’ I say. ‘Starting 
now.’

‘Fine,’ he says. He looks around one more 
time to see if anyone might overhear us, and 
then pauses again.

‘Ella Quinn … has a crush on you.’

Girls in Hazel’s school are being harassed by 
an anonymous person online, someone who 
seems to know all about their insecurities and 
dreams. With no one willing to stand up and face 
the bully, how will Hazel be able to prove her 
suspicions? 

Hazel Hill is Gonna Win This One confronts 
bullying, both online and in person, to 
give children the power to stand up 
for themselves and speak out against 
harassment. 

Libby and the 
Highland Heist Book 2
Jo Clarke
Illustrated by Becka Moor

January 2023 | £7.99 | 144pp | 9+ fiction
978-1-915444-01-1 (paperback)  
World English rights c/o Firefly Press 

After a tumultuous term in Paris, Libby 
and Connie are looking forward to a quiet 
holiday at Connie’s family home. But 
before long they find themselves caught 
up in another mystery, this time set against 
the dramatic backdrop of the Scottish 
Highlands and Edinburgh.

Maggie Horne is a writer and editor who grew up near Toronto, 
Canada. She studied at Oxford Brookes University, where she 
obtained both a BA in Publishing Media and a wife, which was 
a pretty good deal. She’s now a dog and human mother living 
outside of Ottawa with her family. Her writing has been featured 
in Catapult and on Medium’s Mental Health and LGBTQ pages. 
Hazel Hill is Gonna Win this One is her first novel.

Libby and the Parisian Puzzle Book 1
March 2022 | £7.99 | 224pp | 9+ fiction
978-1-913102-70-8 (paperback)  
World English rights c/o Firefly Press

Mystery-lover Libby is excited to join her aunt Agatha’s amazing Travelling 
School in Paris. But just as she’s starting to find her feet, Aunt Agatha is 
arrested, accused of a daring jewel robbery. Can Libby and her new friend 
Connie find the real thief and save her aunt?

Jo Clarke is an award-winning book blogger and primary school 
librarian. Her hugely successful blog, BookloverJo, keeps her actively 
involved in the children’s book community and she has been a judge 
for both the British Book Awards and the Alligator’s Mouth Book 
Awards. Libby and the Parisian Puzzle was her first book.
@bookloverJo

A delightfully fast-paced, intricately-plotted 
story … It kept me guessing till the end. 
I LOVED it! Emma Carroll“ “

DRAFT COVER
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